Interview with Prof. Mustafa Jarrar (Birzeit University), Prof. Christiane Fellbaum (Princeton University), and Prof. Fadi A. Zaraket (American University of Beirut) about the Arabic Ontology and the Linguistic Search Engine.

http://ontology.birzeit.edu

#ArabicOntology
#LinguisticSearchEngine

An Online Arabic Dictionary Makes Its Debut - Al-Fanar Media

A tool created at Birzeit University will take machine translation of Arabic to a higher level.

"#ArabicOntology" the first comprehensive #language search engine. It offers results from 150 Arabic dictionaries all integrated and unified in one database.

Mustafa Jarrar, a computer science professor at Birzeit University | جامعة بيرزيت, spent eight years developing the tool.

It was recently made public.

#ArabicLanguage